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Slideshare uses cookies to improve functionality and performance, as well as to provide you with appropriate advertising. If you continue to browse the site, you agree to use cookies on this site. See our User Agreement and Privacy Policy. Slideshare uses cookies to improve functionality and performance, as well as to provide you with appropriate advertising. If you continue to
browse the site, you agree to use cookies on this site. See our Privacy Policy and User Agreement for more details. We explain what neoliberalism is and what its characteristics are. In addition, the advantages and disadvantages of this current. Neoliberalism promotes the power of the capitalist minority. What is neoliberalism? Neoliberalism is an economic and political current
associated with capitalism. It argues that the economy should be governed by free trade, deregulated and privatized, i.e. with less government policy intervention. The term was proclaimed in 1938 by the German economist Alexander Rustow and gained particular popularity in 1980, after leaders such as Ronald Reagan (USA), Margaret Thatcher (England) and economist Milton
Friedman (USA) proclaimed it in their speeches and practice, in an attempt to reformulate classical liberalism and emphasize the capitalist system. Neoliberalism believes that market-government intervention contributes to inefficiency by regulating industries, high taxes and public services that are not subject to market competition. The neoliberal system is designed to benefit from
the actions of the State and to ensure greater production with less social investment. This premise is a dilemma because in practice it is not fair or fair. See also: Liberals and conservatives are the origins of neoliberalism neoliberalism as an economic philosophy emerged in the 1930s, faced with the need to rethink the forfeitures of classical liberalism and the economic depletion
of the capitalist model. In theory, classical liberalism defended individual freedom, free market, equality before the law, gender equality, capitalism, private property, democracy and the rule of law. But in practice, corruption and lack of morality did not allow to fully implement this theory. The capitalist model protected the circulation of large amounts of capital at a mass level, which
included rising inflation and the destruction of the economy. Since 1929, major global economic crises, such as the Great Depression, have occurred. The main proponents of neoliberalism believed that monetary policy, based on the john Keynes model and the classical liberal mainstream, was the cause of global crises. Based on these Neoliberal conservatives have fled to power
again, also since the 1980s. Features Features Neoliberalism encourages the privatization of state-owned enterprises and public services. The neoliberal system requires a reduction in government intervention with less tax burden and less legal restrictions in the market so that large enterprises (representing a minority capitalist group) can control business, industry, manufacturing
and domestic and external trade. Among the main features of neoliberalism: privatization. It consists of services such as education, health, security, banking, particularly those run by private organizations rather than state-regulated ones. That is, access to services is limited only to those who have enough money. People who do not have access to adequate education will not be
able to make progress in their work and in their professional lives. Privatization of all services, therefore, only benefits the minority and the lack of quality of life for the majority. Free market. It is that the prices of goods and services are regulated on the basis of supply and demand, in a market free from restrictions by the state. It protects the opening of imports and control by the
private sector. If this mechanism is not moderate and regulated, it contributes to the lower development of production in the country and only enriches the person who can import and sell these goods at the national level. It does not contribute to the commercial growth of the rest of the production sector, which is becoming less and less competitive. Competition. It is to promote
competitiveness in any labour relationship, both in the production system and in the supply of services, in order to obtain more diverse options in the market. The problem arises in the absence of regulation to impose restrictions on commercial activities, which can lead to unfair competition, particularly at the expense of exploitation of the labour force, misleading proliferation. The
advantages and disadvantages of neoliberalism Free Market allows you to trade with several restrictions between governments. The main feature of the neoliberal system is that only a minority of the population has access to benefits. Since the theory is proposed as an appropriate proposal, but the model implemented has shown that it has not worked effectively or fairly for the
entire population, especially because of corruption. The main advantages of the neoliberal model are: the free market. It promotes unrestricted trade with several government restrictions on trade with various governments. Competition. It promotes a variety of products and services, which creates a context of continuous improvement to stand out in the market compared to other
offerings. The main drawbacks of the neoliberal model are: Inequality. It promotes a set of economic strategies social impact, and which generate a big difference in grades. For example, only those who have access to private services, such as education, will be able to achieve better professional development. Most of those who do not have access to such services cannot make
progress. Monopoly. It contributes to the fact that power is controlled by elitist minorities, which sees productivity and supply of services. Those who do not have or cannot generate money are unable to run their own business but are needed as labor in the production system. Economic problems. It promotes price growth without control and subject to deliberate market legislation
by monopolies. In addition, wages are declining in the face of high demand for labour, so the labour force is declining. Environmental problems. Promotes the highest profit in the shortest possible time. In many cases, this means non-compliance with processes and standards set for resource and environmental care, use of non-renewable resources, quality of life for people or
responsible industrial development. Opponents of neoliberalism, left-wing political parties are the main opponents of neoliberalism. The main opponents of neoliberal philosophy are popular social organizations, left-wing political parties and currents based on socialist and communist ideas. Trade unions threatened by the principles and rights they have acquired are also opposed
to neoliberal ideologies after years of struggle. Links: How to quote? Neoliberalism. Written by Julia Meshima Uriarte. On: Caracteristicas.co. Last updated: May 22, 2020. Available in: . Received on October 15, 2020. Benefits of globalization: 1. Increases the flow of messages that allow vital information to be shared between individuals and companies around the world. 2. Greater
ease and speed of transportation of goods and people. 3. Increasing common interests, reducing opportunities for conflicts between states. Weaknesses in globalization: 1. Increased likelihood of international change and imbalances in one country in other countries. 2. Tensions in the migration flows of the undesirable sign. 3. Competition may be too intense for companies with
little capvcidvd to respond through innovation and knowledge. The benefits of neoliberalism: 1. International free market to enhance countries' ability to electronic port. 2. To be able to buy the best products at the cheapest price and be able to buy it. 3. Freedom of doing business. Disadvantages of neoliberalism: 1. Companies care only about money, not about the well-being of
their customers. 2. The Force Only the best companies that grow those lower should disappear. In the long term, the country has a low economic structure and no domestic production systems. National. ventajas desventajas del neoliberalismo. ventajas y desventajas del neoliberalismo. ventajas y desventajas del neoliberalismo en mexico. ¿cuáles son las ventajas y desventajas
del neoliberalismo. ventajas y desventajas del neoliberalismo economico. ventajas y desventajas del neoliberalismo y globalizacion. ventajas y desventajas del liberalismo y neoliberalismo. ventajas y desventajas del neoliberalismo en honduras
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